20 Years Porsche Tequipment
Accessories for your 911

To check out the sound of the sports exhaust system, please click on image
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Please note that additional components may be
required at an extra cost (see fitting and conversion
instructions).

Sports tailpipes

Sports tailpipes

911 Carrera GTS sports tailpipes1

These stainless steel, nanocoated tailpipes
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911 Carrera GTS sports tailpipes
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Only in conjunction with sports exhaust system or
Carrera S Powerkit.

Short shifter

Gear lever with short shifter

conditioning and door locks. If combined
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The control panel in the centre console must be
ordered separately. In conjunction with PCM with an
optional finish, the retrofitted control panel comes in
the standard finish.

Fuel consumption in l/100 km urban 16.8–14.7 · extra urban 8.0–7.0 · combined 11.2–9.8; CO2 emissions in g/km 263–230

